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Real Estate Principles Test Answers
Features of Nevada Real Estate License Exam Prep (NV-RELEP): National Principles & Law
Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20 pages)
Nevada-Specific Laws and Regulations Key Point Review (20 pages) National Practice Tests
(500 questions) Nevada Practice Tests (140 questions) Nevada Simulation Exam (100
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to
prepare for. That’s why we created the Nevada Real Estate License Exam Prep (NV-RELEP)
the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum
for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. NV-RELEP is comprehensive in
that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text review is Nevadaspecific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Nevada laws and
regulations presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test
memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. NV-RELEP’s
national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and
practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our
content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of
the most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well
as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by Pearson
Vue for Nevada. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the
topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Nevada license exam. A word about
the test questions… NV-RELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests,
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three state practice tests, and one state exam simulation test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the simulation test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to
cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body
of information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed
to test your understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your
answers against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes
hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that,
the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Nevada real
estate exam. So good luck!!
The new 2nd Edition of South Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep is available here https: //www.amazon.com/dp/0915777428 Features of South Carolina Real Estate License
Exam Prep (SC-RELEP): National Principles & Law Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate
Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20 pages) South Carolina-Specific Laws and Practices
(29 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) South Carolina Practice Tests (125
questions) South Carolina Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing
exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That's why we created South
Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep (SC-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been
managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this
works - or fails to work. SC-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content
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review and testing practice. And the text review is South Carolina-specific - not just simplistic
national content, but terse, relevant and accurate South Carolina laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization.
But let's not dismiss the importance of the national content either. SC-RELEP's national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn
from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for South Carolina.
Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of
your state's testing service and your South Carolina license exam. A word about the test
questions... SC-RELEP's testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, five
state practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to
cover the content covered by the law reviews - which reinforces your learning of the total body
of information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed
to test your understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your
answers against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question's
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes
hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that,
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the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your South Carolina
real estate exam. So good luck!! For South Carolina students looking for a South Carolina
textbook to complement South Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of
Real Estate Practice in South Carolina.
Features of Pennsylvania Real Estate License Exam Prep (PA-RELEP):National Principles &
Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20
pages) Pennsylvania-Specific Laws and Practices (25 pages) National Practice Tests (500
questions) Pennsylvania Practice Tests (125 questions) Pennsylvania Sample Exam (100
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to
prepare for. That’s why we created Pennsylvania Real Estate License Exam Prep (PARELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing
curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. PA-RELEP is
comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text
review is Pennsylvania-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and
accurate Pennsylvania laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key
point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the
national content either. PA-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of
tested national principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license
exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of
Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally,
our national content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing
outline promulgated by PSI for Pennsylvania. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews
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and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your
Pennsylvania license exam. A word about the test questions… PA-RELEP’s testing practice
section consists of ten national practice tests, five state practice tests, and one state exam
sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100
questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews –
which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The
questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix.
You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or
“rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you.
Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that
you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our
best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success
in taking and passing your Pennsylvania real estate exam. So good luck!!
The new 2nd Edition of Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep has been published and is
available here - https: //www.amazon.com/dp/091577738X New and improved for 2020!
Features of Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep (GA-RELEP): National Principles & Law
Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20 pages)
Georgia-Specific Laws and Practices (32 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions)
Georgia Practice Tests (125 questions) Georgia Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the
real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That's why
we created the Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep (GA-RELEP) the way we did. Since
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we have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we
know how all this works - or fails to work. GA-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both
key content review and testing practice. And the text review is Georgia-specific - not just
simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Georgia laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization.
But let's not dismiss the importance of the national content either. GA-RELEP's national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn
from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by AMP for Georgia. Thus
the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
state's testing service and your Georgia license exam. A word about the test questions... GARELEP's testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, three state practice
tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length
and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content
covered by the law reviews - which reinforces your learning of the total body of information
tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against
the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question's answer is
accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you
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that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and
study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we
can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Georgia real estate exam.
So good luck!! For Georgia students looking for a Georgia principles textbook to complement
Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep, please check out Principles of Real Estate Practice
in Georgia.
Features of Illinois Real Estate License Exam Prep (IL-RELEP): National Principles & Law Key
Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20 pages) IllinoisSpecific Laws and Regulations Key Point Review (32 pages) National Practice Tests (500
questions) Illinois Practice Tests (125 questions) Illinois Sample Exam (100 questions) We
know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for.
That’s why we created the Illinois Real Estate License Exam Prep (IL-RELEP) the way we did.
Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years,
we know how all this works – or fails to work. IL-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains
both key content review and testing practice. And the text review is Illinois-specific – not just
simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Illinois laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization.
But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. IL-RELEP’s national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn
from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
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selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for Illinois. Thus the
breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
state’s testing service and your Illinois license exam. A word about the test questions… ILRELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, three state practice
tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length
and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content
covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information
tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against
the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is
accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you
that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and
study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we
can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Illinois real estate exam. So
good luck!!
Features of Arkansas Real Estate License Exam Prep (AR-RELEP): National Principles & Law
Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (17 pages)
Arkansas-Specific Laws and Practices (28 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions)
Arkansas Practice Tests (100 questions) Arkansas Sample Exam (100 questions) We know
the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s
why we created the Arkansas Real Estate License Exam Prep (AR-RELEP) the way we did.
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Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years,
we know how all this works – or fails to work. AR-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains
both key content review and testing practice. And the text review is Arkansas-specific – not just
simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Arkansas laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization.
But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. AR-RELEP’s national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn
from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by Pearson Vue for
Arkansas. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic
emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Arkansas license exam. A word about the
test questions… AR-RELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, six
state practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to
cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body
of information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed
to test your understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your
answers against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
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going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes
hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that,
the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Arkansas real
estate exam. So good luck!! Students looking for an Arkansas-specific real estate principles
textbook can now purchase Principles of Real Estate Practice in Arkansas.
Features of Michigan Real Estate License Exam Prep (MI-RELEP): National Principles & Law
Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (17 pages)
Michigan-Specific Laws and Practices (22 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions)
Michigan Practice Tests (100 questions) Michigan Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the
real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why
we created the Michigan Real Estate License Exam Prep (MI-RELEP) the way we did. Since
we have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we
know how all this works – or fails to work. MI-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both
key content review and testing practice. And the text review is Michigan-specific – not just
simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Michigan laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization.
But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. MI-RELEP’s national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn
from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for Michigan. Thus
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the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
state’s testing service and your Michigan license exam. A word about the test questions… MIRELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests,
and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the
sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by
the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your
Michigan exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against
the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is
accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you
that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and
study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we
can do is wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Michigan real estate exam.
So good luck!!
Features of Texas Real Estate License Exam Prep (TX-RELEP): - National Principles & Law
Key Point Review (60 pages) - Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (17 pages) Texas-Specific Laws and Practices (43 pages) - National Practice Tests (500 questions) Texas Practice Tests (125 questions) - Texas Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real
estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we
created the Texas Real Estate License Exam Prep (TX-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know
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how all this works – or fails to work. TX-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key
content review and testing practice. And the text review is Texas-specific – not just simplistic
national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Texas laws and regulations presented as a
well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not
dismiss the importance of the national content either. TX-RELEP’s national key point reviews
are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that comprise the
national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own
national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles
textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question selection, is
further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by Pearson Vue for Texas. Thus the
breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
state’s testing service and your Texas license exam. A word about the test questions… TXRELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests,
and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the
sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by
the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your
Texas exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding.
When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief
explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you know,
it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book will
guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we
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have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the
best of success in taking and passing your Texas real estate exam. So good luck!! For Texas
students looking for a Principles I & II prelicense textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice in
Texas is now available
Completely revised and thoroughly comprehensive, this is the brand new edition of the state's
premier real estate licensing manual! Ideal for home study or classroom, for the prospective
real estate broker or salesperson, for anyone seeking a solid foundation for building or
maintaining a successful career! Book jacket.

Features of North Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep, 3rd Edition (NC-RELEP):
National Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (20 pages) North Carolina-Specific Laws and Regulations Key Point
Review (42 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) North Carolina Practice
Tests (130 questions) North Carolina Sample Exam (105 questions) We know the real
estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s
why we created the North Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep (NC-RELEP) the
way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing
curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. NC-RELEP is
comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the
text review is North Carolina-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse,
relevant and accurate North Carolina laws and regulations presented as a wellorganized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not
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dismiss the importance of the national content either. NC-RELEP’s national key point
reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by PSI for North Carolina. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test
questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your North
Carolina license exam. A word about the test questions… NC-RELEP’s testing practice
section consists of ten national practice tests, three state practice tests, and one state
exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample
test is 105 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by
the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested
by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
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you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your North Carolina real estate exam. So good luck!!
Features of South Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep (SC-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review
& Practice (20 pages) South Carolina-Specific Laws and Practices (28 pages) National
Practice Tests (500 questions) South Carolina Practice Tests (125 questions) South
Carolina Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be
tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the South
Carolina Real Estate License Exam Prep (SC-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have
been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know
how all this works – or fails to work. SC-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains
both key content review and testing practice. And the text review is South Carolinaspecific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate South
Carolina laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point
reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the
national content either. SC-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct
compression of tested national principles and practices that comprise the national
portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own
national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used
principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
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selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for South
Carolina. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the
topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your South Carolina license exam. A
word about the test questions… SC-RELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten
national practice tests, five state practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The
practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions.
The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews –
which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your state
exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding.
When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against the
answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is
accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your South Carolina real estate exam. So good luck!! For South Carolina
students looking for a South Carolina textbook to complement South Carolina Real
Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real Estate Practice in South
Carolina.
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"There is no question about it... QUESTIONS & ANSWERS is one of the most trusted
and recommended exam prep tools available. Why? Because it's designed to help you
pass any national licensing exam, including ASI, AMP, PSI, Experior, and statedesigned exams, on the first try. Here are some other reasons why QUESTIONS &
ANSWERS is so effective: Over 1,800 practice questions with answers fully explained.
Expanded chapter overviews discuss the key concepts of each chapter. Key words
defined at the beginning of each chapter help you master each exam subject area.
Speed questions highlighted throughout the text cover the essential points in a chapter
for those who want a quick review. Broker-level questions identified throughout the text
distinguish higher-level questions from basic-level and intermediate-level questions.
False friends feature identifies seemingly similar terms that are often confused with
each other. Special sections containing real estate math questions, sample salesperson
and broker final exams, and review exams."--BOOK COVER.
This guide is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is Illinois-specific - not just simplistic national content, but
terse, relevant and accurate Illinois laws and regulations presented as a well-organized
set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's not dismiss the
importance of the national content either. The national key point reviews are a succinct
compression of tested national principles and practices that comprise the national
portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own
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national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the most widely used
principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by AMP for Illinois.
Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic
emphasis of your state's testing service and your Illinois license exam.
Features of Arkansas Real Estate License Exam Prep (AR-RELEP): National Principles
& Law Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice
(17 pages) Arkansas-Specific Laws and Practices (28 pages) National Practice Tests
(500 questions) Arkansas Practice Tests (100 questions) Arkansas Sample Exam (100
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nervewracking to prepare for. That's why we created the Arkansas Real Estate License
Exam Prep (AR-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate
schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works - or fails
to work. AR-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and
testing practice. And the text review is Arkansas-specific - not just simplistic national
content, but terse, relevant and accurate Arkansas laws and regulations presented as a
well-organized set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's
not dismiss the importance of the national content either. AR-RELEP's national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
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drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by Pearson Vue for Arkansas. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test
questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state's testing service and your Arkansas
license exam. A word about the test questions... AR-RELEP's testing practice section
consists of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests, and one state exam
sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test
is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the
law reviews - which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by
your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question's answer
is accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Arkansas real estate exam. So good luck!! Students looking for an
Arkansas-specific real estate principles textbook can now purchase Principles of Real
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Estate Practice in Arkansas.
Features of Virginia Real Estate License Exam Prep (VA-RELEP): - National Principles
& Law Key Point Review (60 pages) - Real Estate Math Key Formula Review &
Practice (20 pages) - Virginia-Specific Laws and Practices (36 pages) - National
Practice Tests (500 questions) - Virginia Practice Tests (125 questions) - Virginia
Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough,
and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created Virginia Real Estate
License Exam Prep (VA-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real
estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works –
or fails to work. VA-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review
and testing practice. And the text review is Virginia-specific – not just simplistic national
content, but terse, relevant and accurate Virginia laws and regulations presented as a
well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s
not dismiss the importance of the national content either. VA-RELEP’s national key
point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by PSI for Virginia. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
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reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Virginia license
exam. A word about the test questions… VA-RELEP’s testing practice section consists
of ten national practice tests, five state practice tests, and one state exam sample test.
The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100
questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law
reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your
state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Virginia real estate exam. So good luck!!
Features of Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam Prep (MA-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review
& Practice (20 pages) Massachusetts-Specific Laws and Practices (35 pages) National
Practice Tests (500 questions) Massachusetts Practice Tests (100 questions)
Massachusetts Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam
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can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created
Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam Prep (MA-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we
know how all this works – or fails to work. MA-RELEP is comprehensive in that it
contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text review is
Massachusetts-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and
accurate Massachusetts laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of
state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not dismiss the
importance of the national content either. MA-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a
succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that comprise the
national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from
our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our
question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for
Massachusetts. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Massachusetts
license exam. A word about the test questions… MA-RELEP’s testing practice section
consists of ten national practice tests, Eight state practice tests, and one state exam
sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test
is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the
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law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by
your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Massachusetts real estate exam. So good luck!! For students looking
for a Massachusetts textbook to complement Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam
Prep, we have Principles of Real Estate Practice in Massachusetts.
Features of Arizona Real Estate License Exam Prep (AZ-RELEP): National Principles &
Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice
(17 pages) Arizona-Specific Laws and Practices (50 pages) National Practice Tests
(500 questions) Arizona Practice Tests (125 questions) Arizona Sample Exam (130
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nervewracking to prepare for. That's why we created the Arizona Real Estate License Exam
Prep (AZ-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools
and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works - or fails to work.
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AZ-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is Arizona-specific - not just simplistic national content, but
terse, relevant and accurate Arizona laws and regulations presented as a wellorganized set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's not
dismiss the importance of the national content either. AZ-RELEP's national key point
reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by Pearson Vue and ADRE for Arizona. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews
and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state's testing service and your
Arizona license exam. A word about the test questions... AZ-RELEP's testing practice
section consists of ten national practice tests, three state practice tests, and one state
exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample
test is 130 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by
the law reviews - which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested
by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question's answer
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is accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Arizona real estate exam. So good luck!! Students looking for an
Arizona-specific real estate principles textbook can now purchase Principles of Real
Estate Practice in Arizona.
Features of Michigan Real Estate License Exam Prep (MI-RELEP): National Principles
& Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice
(20 pages) Michigan-Specific Laws and Practices (22 pages) National Practice Tests
(500 questions) Michigan Practice Tests (100 questions) Michigan Sample Exam (100
questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nervewracking to prepare for. That's why we created Michigan Real Estate License Exam
Prep (MI-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools
and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works - or fails to work.
MI-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is Michigan-specific - not just simplistic national content,
but terse, relevant and accurate Michigan laws and regulations presented as a wellorganized set of state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's not
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dismiss the importance of the national content either. MI-RELEP's national key point
reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by PSI for Michigan. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
reflect the topic emphasis of your state's testing service and your Michigan license
exam. A word about the test questions... MI-RELEP's testing practice section consists
of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests, and one state exam sample test.
The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100
questions. The test questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law
reviews - which reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your
state exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question's answer
is accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your
understanding. In the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we
are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get
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you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking
and passing your Michigan real estate exam. So good luck!! For students looking for a
Michigan textbook to complement Michigan Real Estate License Exam Prep, we have
Principles of Real Estate Practice in Michigan.

Pass the 2021 Illinois AMP Real Estate Salesperson Exam effortlessly on your
1st try. In this simple course, which includes both the Illinois state and AMP
question and answer exam prep study guide, not only will you learn to pass the
state licensing exam, you will also learn: - How to study for the IL exam quickly
and effectively. - Secrets to Passing the Real Estate Exam even if you do not
know the answer to a question. - How to tackle hard real estate MATH questions
with ease and eliminate your fears. - Tips and Tricks from Real Estate
Professionals, professional exam writers and test proctors. It will also answer
questions like: - Do I need other course materials from companies like Allied Real
Estate School? How about Anthony Real Estate School or Kaplan Real Estate
School? Are they even good schools to attend? - What kinds of questions are on
the Illinois Real Estate License Exam? - Should I use the IL Real Estate License
Exams for Dummies Book? This Real Estate Study Guide contains over 1200+
real estate exam questions and answers with full explanations. It includes the
Illinois State Specific portion, the AMP portion, real estate MATH ONLY section,
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and real estate vocabulary only exams. You will receive questions and answers
that are similar to those on the Illinois Department of Real Estate Exam. You
deserve the BEST real estate exam prep program there is to prepare you to
pass, and it gets no better than this. The Illinois Real Estate Salesperson Exam is
one of the hardest state test to pass in the United States. We have compiled this
simple exam cram book that quickly and easily prepares you to take your state
licensing exam and pass it on the 1st try with the AMP exam. Our Real Estate
Exam Review is designed to help you pass the real estate exam in the quickest,
easiest and most efficient manner possible. Throw away your real estate course
test books and class notes, this is all you need to pass!
Pass the 2021 Florida Real Estate Sales Associate Exam effortlessly on your 1st
try with exam questions, answers and explanations. In this simple course not only
will you learn to pass the state licensing exam, you will also learn: - How to study
for the FL exam quickly and effectively. - Secrets to Passing the Real Estate
Exam even if you do not know the answer to a question. - How to tackle hard real
estate MATH questions with ease and eliminate your fears. - Tips and Tricks
from Real Estate Professionals, professional exam writers and exam proctors. It
will also answer questions like: - Do I need other course materials from
companies like Allied Real Estate School? How about Anthony Real Estate
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School or Kaplan Real Estate School? Are they even good schools to attend? What kinds of questions are on the Florida Real Estate License Exam? - Should I
use the FL Real Estate License Exams for Dummies Book? This Real Estate
Study Guide contains over 1200+ real estate exam questions and answers with
full explanations. It includes a real estate MATH ONLY portion, a real estate
vocabulary exam as well as the Florida state exam questions and answers. You
will receive questions and answers that are similar to those on the Florida
Department of Real Estate Exam You deserve the BEST real estate test prep
program there is to prepare you to pass, and it gets no better than this. The
Florida Real Estate Sales Associate Exam is one of the hardest state exam to
pass in the United States. We have compiled this simple exam cram book that
quickly and easily prepares you to take your state licensing exam and pass it on
the 1st try. Our Real Estate Exam Review is designed to help you pass the real
estate exam in the quickest, easiest and most efficient manner possible. Throw
away your real estate course test books and class notes, this is all you need to
pass!
Features of Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep (GA-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (17 pages) Georgia-Specific Laws and Practices (37 pages)
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National Practice Tests (500 questions) Georgia Practice Tests (125 questions)
Georgia Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam
can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the
Georgia Real Estate License Exam Prep (GA-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty
years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. GA-RELEP is
comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing practice.
And the text review is Georgia-specific – not just simplistic national content, but
terse, relevant and accurate Georgia laws and regulations presented as a wellorganized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But
let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. GA-RELEP’s
national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national
principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams
from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook,
Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles
textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by AMP/PSI
for Georgia. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Georgia
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license exam. A word about the test questions… GA-RELEP’s testing practice
section consists of ten national practice tests, three state practice tests, and one
state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and
the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the
content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total
body of information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the
point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have completed a
given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix.
You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief
explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as
you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you
that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes
hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready.
Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and
passing your Georgia real estate exam. So good luck!! We also publish the
Georgia real estate principles textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice in
Georgia.
Looking for a concise, easy-to-read text on real estate principles? You've found
it! Mastering Real Estate Principles, now in its Third Edition, offers you a unique,
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interactive way to learn and really master real estate concepts.
Pass the 2020 Maryland PSI Real Estate Salesperson Exam effortlessly on your
1st try. In this simple course, which includes both the Maryland state and PSI
question and answer exam prep study guide, not only will you learn to pass the
state licensing exam, you will also learn: - How to study for the MD exam quickly
and effectively. - Secrets to Passing the Real Estate Exam even if you do not
know the answer to a question. - How to tackle hard real estate MATH questions
with ease and eliminate your fears. - Tips and Tricks from Real Estate
Professionals, professional exam writers and test proctors. It will also answer
questions like: - Do I need other course materials from companies like Allied Real
Estate School? How about Anthony Real Estate School or Kaplan Real Estate
School? Are they even good schools to attend? - What kinds of questions are on
the Maryland Real Estate License Exam? - Should I use the MD Real Estate
License Exams for Dummies Book? This Real Estate Study Guide contains over
1200+ real estate exam questions and answers with full explanations. It includes
the Maryland State Specific portion, the PSI portion, real estate MATH ONLY
section, and real estate vocabulary only exams. You will receive questions and
answers that are similar to those on the Maryland Department of Real Estate
Exam. You deserve the BEST real estate exam prep program there is to prepare
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you to pass, and it gets no better than this. The Maryland Real Estate
Salesperson Exam is one of the hardest state test to pass in the United States.
We have compiled this simple exam cram book that quickly and easily prepares
you to take your state licensing exam and pass it on the 1st try with the PSI
exam. Our Real Estate Exam Review is designed to help you pass the real estate
exam in the quickest, easiest and most efficient manner possible. Throw away
your real estate course test books and class notes, this is all you need to pass!
Features of New Jersey Real Estate License Exam Prep (NJ-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (20 pages) New Jersey-Specific Laws and Practices (35
pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) New Jersey Practice Tests (100
questions) New Jersey Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate
licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why
we created New Jersey Real Estate License Exam Prep (NJ-RELEP) the way we
did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing
curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. NJRELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is New Jersey-specific – not just simplistic national
content, but terse, relevant and accurate New Jersey laws and regulations
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presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test
memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either.
NJ-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested
national principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state
license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national
textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used
principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our
question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by
PSI for New Jersey. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test
questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your New
Jersey license exam. A word about the test questions… NJ-RELEP’s testing
practice section consists of ten national practice tests, six state practice tests,
and one state exam sample test. The national practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions
are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied
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by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here
to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of
success in taking and passing your New Jersey real estate exam. So good luck!!
For students looking for a New Jersey textbook to complement New Jersey Real
Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real Estate Practice in New
Jersey.
California Real Estate PrinciplesDearborn Real Estate
Features of Indiana Real Estate License Exam Prep (IN-RELEP):National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (17 pages) Indiana-Specific Laws and Practices (33 pages)
National Practice Tests (500 questions) Indiana Practice Tests (125 questions)
Indiana Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam
can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the
Indiana Real Estate License Exam Prep (IN-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty
years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. IN-RELEP is comprehensive
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in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text
review is Indiana-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant
and accurate Indiana laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of
state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But let’s not dismiss
the importance of the national content either. IN-RELEP’s national key point
reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices
that comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our
content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate
Practice – one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country.
Finally, our national content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored
to the state testing outline promulgated by PSI for Indiana. Thus the breadth and
depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
Indiana PSI license exam. A word about the test questions… IN-RELEP’s testing
practice section consists of ten national practice tests, nine state practice tests,
and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in
length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to
cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of
the total body of information tested by your Indiana exam. The questions are
direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
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completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied
by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here
to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of
success in taking and passing your Indiana real estate exam. So good luck!! For
Indiana students looking for an Indiana textbook to complement Indiana Real
Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real Estate Practice in Indiana.
Every year, thousands of Americans make the leap to an exciting, rewarding new
career in real estate. If real estate is your dream career, passing the real estate
license exam is the first step to success. With real estate basics and unbeatable
study tips, Real Estate License Exams For Dummies will help you pass the test
with flying colors — and get your new career off to a great start. If you want to get
the best possible score on the exam, you need the kind of practical test
preparation guidance you’ll find here — all at a much cheaper price than you’d
pay for a test preparation seminar or class. Real Estate License Exams For
Dummies covers all the basics on: How — and what — to study Knowing what to
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expect on test day Developing the math skills you’ll need Understanding your
state’s license laws and procedures Different exam formats In addition to helping
you get a great score on the test and get licensed, this handy guide also covers
the basics of the real estate business itself — from legal issues to taxes to
contracts. For anyone preparing for the license exam, or just thinking about
taking it, this unbeatable study guide answers all your most vital questions on:
Careers and job opportunities in real estate How commissions and other forms of
payment work Working independently or for an agency Federal fair housing laws
you should know Land and ownership rights Owning through partnerships,
cooperatives, and corporations Deeds, mortgages, and closings Types of real
estate contracts and agreements Environmental regulations Valuation and
property appraisal Financing and taxes Using real estate as an investment
vehicle Plus, two practice exams with answers and explanations let you test your
knowledge before you take the exam, so you’ll know if you’re ready or not. Real
Estate License Exams For Dummies is a helpful, straightforward resource that
puts future real estate professionals on track for success.
A comprehensive guide comprising pointers, practice exams and answers to help
students prepare for real estate licence examinations.
Features of Florida Real Estate License Exam Prep (FL-RELEP): - Florida
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Practices & Law Key Point Review in the same 19 sections as the FREC 1
prelicense course (80 pages) - Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice
(20 pages) - 20 Practice Tests (575 questions with explanations also in FREC 1
order) - Florida License Exam Simulation (100 questions with explanations) We
know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to
prepare for. That’s why we created the Florida Real Estate License Exam Prep
(FL-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools
and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to
work. First, FL-RELEP is comprehensive. It contains both extensive content
review as well as testing practice. And the text review, unlike most competing
books, is Florida-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant
and accurate state and national laws and regulations presented as a set of ‘key
point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. FL-RELEP precisely follows the
official 50+ page Florida syllabus topic by topic in the correct ordered sequence.
Consequently, the material serves as a more user-friendly review for students
who have taken pre-license courses throughout Florida containing this required
content and organization. FL-RELEP’s key point reviews are a succinct
compression of tested national principles and practices drawn from our own
Florida textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice in Florida – one of the most
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widely used principles textbooks in Florida. Finally, our review content and
question selection is tailored to follow the state testing outline promulgated by the
state of Florida. A word about the tests. The FL-RELEP’s test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by the state of Florida. The
questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When
you have completed a given test, you can check your answers against the
answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is
accompanied by a brief explanation to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass the Florida state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here
to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of
success in taking and passing your Florida exam. So good luck!!
Features of Texas Real Estate License Exam Prep (TX-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (17 pages) Texas-Specific Laws and Practices (43 pages)
National Practice Tests (500 questions) Texas Practice Tests (125 questions)
Texas Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam
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can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That's why we created the
Texas Real Estate License Exam Prep (TX-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty
years, we know how all this works - or fails to work. TX-RELEP is comprehensive
in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text
review is Texas-specific - not just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant
and accurate Texas laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of
state 'key point reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's not dismiss the
importance of the national content either. TX-RELEP's national key point reviews
are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our
content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate
Practice - one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Finally,
our national content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored to the
state testing outline promulgated by Pearson Vue for Texas. Thus the breadth
and depth of the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
state's testing service and your Texas license exam. A word about the test
questions... TX-RELEP's testing practice section consists of ten national practice
tests, six state practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests
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are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test
questions are designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews - which
reinforces your learning of the total body of information tested by your Texas
exam. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your
answers against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each
question's answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further
reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike
other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book will guarantee
that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we
have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is
wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Texas real estate exam.
So good luck!! For Texas students looking for a Principles I & II prelicense
textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice in Texas is now available
This leading textbook for the college introductory real estate principles course is
a comprehensive, well written text known for its easy to understand and practical
approach to the principles of real estate. Highlights include: * Instructor
Resources available online at www.dearbornRE.com, including a PowerPoint
presentation. * "Real Estate Today" advisory boxes analyze specific legal cases
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and controversial issues in the industry. * A recurring case study is woven
thoughout the book, highlighting the decision process in a typical real estate
transaction. * "Close Ups," "Legal Highlights" and "Case Studies" appear
thoughout to provide "real world" applications of the concepts. * Contains a
student study guide CD ROM with interactive case studies.
Features of Washington Real Estate License Exam Prep (WA-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (20 pages) Washington-Specific Laws and Practices (30
pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) Washington Practice Tests (115
questions) Washington Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate
licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why
we created the Washington Real Estate License Exam Prep (WA-RELEP) the
way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and developing
curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. WARELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and testing
practice. And the text review is Washington-specific – not just simplistic national
content, but terse, relevant and accurate Washington laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test
memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either.
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WA-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested
national principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state
license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national
textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used
principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our
question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by
AMP/PSI for Washington. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test
questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your
Washington license exam. A word about the test questions… WA-RELEP’s
testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, five state practice
tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions
are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied
by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In
the end, as you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not
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going to tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state
exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here
to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of
Thank you for selecting the RealtySchool.com publication, 500 Real Estate Exam
Questions. This textbook contains 500 multiple-choice practice real estate exam
questions to help you PASS the PSI, AMP, or Pearson Vue general-portion real
estate exams. All 50 states have their own real estate licensing authorities. As
such, each state has determined its own educational requirements and what
content is to be tested of new licensing applicants. Each state produces some
form of content outline that specifies the number or percentage of questions that
will appear on the state exam per content category. The exam topics are usually
available on the state's commission or division website. The state exams consist
of test questions that fall within two broad categories. The general portion (or
national portion) will contain questions based on general real estate principles
and practices that are applicable to the real estate practitioner regardless of his
or her home state. The state portion consists of issues and laws that are specific
to that one state, although many states have similar laws and regulations. Some
states separate these two categories into two different exams while others
intermix the questions. The various states employ professional testing companies
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to administer their exams, the most prevalent of which are currently PSI, AMP,
and Pearson Vue. These testing companies produce a candidate bulletin for
each state they service that goes into great detail of registration, center locations,
how the computer works, the number of test items, passing scores, and perhaps
most important, the exam content outline. These testing companies hire any
number of test item writers and maintain a bank of several hundred or even
several thousand test questions. Many states will randomly select questions from
the bank in order to produce an individual exam thus preventing future test takers
from knowing all the answers. The 500 questions within this publication are not
the questions from the actual state examinations. In fact, no one really knows
what is in a state's bank of questions, so don't let anyone fool you by saying,
"that's not on the exam" or "that question will be there for sure." While we don't
know any specific questions or answers, we do know the content topics and the
"types" of questions that you will likely see. RealtySchool.com and I have
published this collection of real estate exam questions to "condition" you and "get
you in shape" for your state's real estate licensing exam.
Features of Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam Prep (MA-RELEP):
National Principles & Law Key Point Review (45 pages) Real Estate Math Key
Formula Review & Practice (20 pages) Massachusetts-Specific Laws and
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Practices (35 pages) National Practice Tests (500 questions) Massachusetts
Practice Tests (100 questions) Massachusetts Sample Exam (100 questions) We
know the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to
prepare for. That's why we created Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam
Prep (MA-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate
schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works or fails to work. MA-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content
review and testing practice. And the text review is Massachusetts-specific - not
just simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Massachusetts
laws and regulations presented as a well-organized set of state 'key point
reviews' ideal for pre-test memorization. But let's not dismiss the importance of
the national content either. MA-RELEP's national key point reviews are a succinct
compression of tested national principles and practices that comprise the national
portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our
own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice - one of the most widely
used principles textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as
our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated
by PSI for Massachusetts. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and
test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state's testing service and your
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Massachusetts license exam. A word about the test questions... MA-RELEP's
testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, eight state practice
tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews - which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions
are direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have
completed a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in
the appendix. You may also note that each question's answer is accompanied by
a brief explanation, or "rationale" to further reinforce your understanding. In the
end, as you know, it's all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to
tell you that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still
takes hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you
ready. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in
taking and passing your Massachusetts real estate exam. So good luck!! For
Massachusetts students looking for a Massachusetts textbook to complement
Massachusetts Real Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real
Estate Practice in Massachusetts.
Features of California Real Estate License Express (CA-RELE): General
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Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) California-Specific Principles and
Laws (56 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (17 pages)
General Real Estate Practice Tests (500 questions) California State-Level
Practice Tests (90 questions) California Practice Exam (150 questions) We know
the real estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare
for. That’s why we created the California Real Estate License Express (CARELE) the way we did. Since we have been managing real estate schools and
developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works – or fails to
work. CA-RELE is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review and
testing practice. And the text review is California-specific – not just simplistic
generic content, but terse, relevant and accurate state laws and regulations
presented in a well-organized set of ‘key point reviews’ which are ideal for pretest memorization. Finally, our real estate principles and practices content, as
well as our question selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline
promulgated by the California Department of Real Estate (DRE). Therefore, the
selected legal points and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your
California license exam. A word about the test questions… CA-RELE’s testing
practice section consists of ten general practice tests, three California state law
tests, and one state exam simulation test. The questions are direct, to the point,
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and designed to test your understanding. When you have completed a given test,
you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix. To enhance
your learning and preparations, each question’s answer is accompanied by a
brief explanation, or “rationale” underlying the correct answer. In the end, as you
know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that
using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard
work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready.
Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and
passing your California real estate exam. So good luck!!
Features of Alabama Real Estate License Exam Prep (AL-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula
Review & Practice (20 pages) Alabama-Specific Laws and Practices (28 pages)
National Practice Tests (500 questions) Alabama Practice Tests (125 questions)
Alabama Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam
can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the
Alabama Real Estate License Exam Prep (AL-RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty
years, we know how all this works – or fails to work. AL-RELEP is comprehensive
in that it contains both key content review and testing practice. And the text
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review is Alabama-specific – not just simplistic national content, but terse,
relevant and accurate Alabama laws and regulations presented as a wellorganized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test memorization. But
let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. AL-RELEP’s
national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national
principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams
from coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook,
Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles
textbooks in the country. Finally, our national content, as well as our question
selection, is further tailored to the state testing outline promulgated by AMP for
Alabama. Thus the breadth and depth of the law reviews and test questions
reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing service and your Alabama
license exam. A word about the test questions… AL-RELEP’s testing practice
section consists of ten national practice tests, five state practice tests, and one
state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and
the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are designed to cover the
content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your learning of the total
body of information tested by your state exam. The questions are direct, to the
point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have completed a
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given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix.
You may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief
explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as
you know, it’s all up to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you
that using this book will guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes
hard work and study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready.
Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in taking and
passing your Alabama real estate exam. So good luck!! For Alabama students
looking for an Alabama textbook to complement Alabama Real Estate License
Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real Estate Practice in Alabama.
Your guide to a higher score on the California Real Estate Salesperson Exam Why
CliffsTestPrep Guides? Go with the name you know and trust Get the information you
need--fast! Written by test-prep specialists About the contents: Introduction * Hone your
test-taking skills * Review the various types of multiple-choice questions * Pinpoint
areas to review using the practice tests * Develop a test-taking strategy that works for
you 5 Full-Length Practice Tests * Practice tests mirror the actual exam * Questions
span the subject areas covered on the licensing exam: * * * Property ownership and
land use controls and regulations * * Laws of agency; valuation and market analysis * *
Financing; transfer of property * * Practice of real estate and mandated disclosures * *
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Contracts * * Complete with answers and explanations Test-Prep Essentials from the
Experts at CliffsNotes?
Features of Mississippi Real Estate License Exam Prep (MS-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review
& Practice (17 pages) Mississippi-Specific Laws and Practices (23 pages) National
Practice Tests (500 questions) Mississippi Practice Tests (100 questions) Mississippi
Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough,
and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created the Mississippi Real
Estate License Exam Prep (MS-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been
managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how
all this works – or fails to work. MS-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key
content review and testing practice. And the text review is Mississippi-specific – not just
simplistic national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Mississippi laws and
regulations presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pretest memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either.
MS-RELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national
principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams from
coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real
Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country.
Finally, our national content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored to the
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state testing outline promulgated by PSI for Mississippi. Thus the breadth and depth of
the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing
service and your Mississippi license exam. A word about the test questions… MSRELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, six state
practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions are
direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have completed
a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix. You
may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or
“rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up
to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book will
guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But
we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is
wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Mississippi real estate exam.
So good luck!!
Features of Real Estate License Exam Prep (RELEP): National Principles & Law Key
Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review & Practice (20 pages)
National Practice Tests (500 questions) Sample Exam (75 questions) We know the real
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estate licensing exam can be tough, and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s
why we created the Real Estate License Exam Prep (RELEP) the way we did. Since we
have been managing real estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we
know how all this works – or fails to work. First, RELEP is comprehensive in that it
contains both key content review and testing practice. RELEP’s national key point
reviews are a succinct compression of tested national principles and practices that
comprise the national portion of state license exams from coast to coast. Our content is
drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real Estate Practice – one of the
most widely used principles textbooks in the country. Thus the breadth and depth of the
law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of the three major testing
services for the national portion of the state exam. A word about the test questions…
RELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests and one sample
test. The practice tests are roughly 50 questions in length and the sample test is 75
questions. The questions are direct, to the point, and designed to test your
understanding. When you have completed a given test, you can check your answers
against the answer key in the appendix. You may also note that each question’s
answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or “rationale” to further reinforce your
understanding. Your particular study and testing practice strategy using RELEP is up to
you. But to fully exploit its comprehensive content coverage, you should try to review
and memorize the key point reviews as much as possible. Then you should make every
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effort to take each exam, review your mistakes, and re-read the key point reviews that
cover your weaker areas. One note of caution is also in order: this National edition of
RELEP does not contain state laws and practices applicable in your state of residence
or where you intend to get your license. Therefore you will need to study state-level
laws given to you by your prelicense school in order to pass the state portion of the
state exam. While we are in the process of adding state-level materials to our RELEP
series we still have a ways to go. So, until we have state review materials for your state,
we give you this publication – a total-coverage review and practice resource of the
highest quality for the national portion of the state exam. Now that we’ve have been
straightforward with you, a second word of caution. Don’t be fooled by other national
prep books – that contain no state-level materials – that advertise you will pass your
state exam by learning and reviewing what’s in their publication. You won’t. It is
absolutely essential that you develop a comprehensive understanding of both national
and state laws and principles in order to pass your state’s license examination. While
RELEP is as comprehensive a national prep text as it gets, in the end -- as your
prelicense course hopefully informed you -- it’s all up to you. It still takes hard work and
study to pass. But we have done our best here to get you ready for the national portion
of the state exam. Following that, the most we can do is wish you the best of success in
taking and passing your state exam. So good luck!!
Principles of Real Estate Practice in Massachusetts contains the essentials of the
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national and Massachusetts real estate law, principles, and practices necessary for
basic competence as a real estate professional and as mandated by Massachusetts
license law. It is based on our highly successful and popular national publication,
Principles of Real Estate Practice, which is in use in real estate schools nationwide.
The text is tailored to the needs of the pre-license student. It is designed to- make it
easy for students to learn the material and pass their real estate exam -prepare
students for numerous career applications -stress practical, rather than theoretical,
skills and knowledge. Principles of Real Estate Practice in Massachusetts is
streamlined, direct and to-the-point. It includes multiple learning reinforcements. It has a
student-oriented organization, both within each chapter and from chapter to chapter. Its
examples and exercises are grounded in the authors’ many years in real estate
education.
Features of Tennessee Real Estate License Exam Prep (TN-RELEP): National
Principles & Law Key Point Review (60 pages) Real Estate Math Key Formula Review
& Practice (20 pages) Tennessee-Specific Laws and Practices (30 pages) National
Practice Tests (500 questions) Tennessee Practice Tests (100 questions) Tennessee
Sample Exam (100 questions) We know the real estate licensing exam can be tough,
and very nerve-wracking to prepare for. That’s why we created Tennessee Real Estate
License Exam Prep (TN-RELEP) the way we did. Since we have been managing real
estate schools and developing curriculum for forty years, we know how all this works –
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or fails to work. TN-RELEP is comprehensive in that it contains both key content review
and testing practice. And the text review is Tennessee-specific – not just simplistic
national content, but terse, relevant and accurate Tennessee laws and regulations
presented as a well-organized set of state ‘key point reviews’ ideal for pre-test
memorization. But let’s not dismiss the importance of the national content either. TNRELEP’s national key point reviews are a succinct compression of tested national
principles and practices that comprise the national portion of state license exams from
coast to coast. Our content is drawn from our own national textbook, Principles of Real
Estate Practice – one of the most widely used principles textbooks in the country.
Finally, our national content, as well as our question selection, is further tailored to the
state testing outline promulgated by PSI for Tennessee. Thus the breadth and depth of
the law reviews and test questions reflect the topic emphasis of your state’s testing
service and your Tennesee license exam. A word about the test questions… TNRELEP’s testing practice section consists of ten national practice tests, five state
practice tests, and one state exam sample test. The practice tests are roughly 50
questions in length and the sample test is 100 questions. The test questions are
designed to cover the content covered by the law reviews – which reinforces your
learning of the total body of information tested by your state exam. The questions are
direct, to the point, and designed to test your understanding. When you have completed
a given test, you can check your answers against the answer key in the appendix. You
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may also note that each question’s answer is accompanied by a brief explanation, or
“rationale” to further reinforce your understanding. In the end, as you know, it’s all up
to you. Unlike other publications, we are not going to tell you that using this book will
guarantee that you pass your state exam. It still takes hard work and study to pass. But
we have done our best here to get you ready. Following that, the most we can do is
wish you the best of success in taking and passing your Tennessee real estate exam.
So good luck!! For Tennessee students looking for a Tennessee textbook to
complement Tennessee Real Estate License Exam Prep, we have Principles of Real
Estate Practice in Tennessee.
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